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Note: Pressing the "delete" key when entry is highlighted

         will delete that entry from the database.

         Double click in list to open a wine's window.

Note: Pressing the "delete" key when entry is highlighted

         will delete that entry from the database.

         Double click in list to open a wine's window.



Thumbnails

of wine labels

Thumbnails

of wine labels

Selectors:

Click to view wines by criteria.

Hold down command key while clicking to choose

multiple selectors.

These selectors affect what is displayed on all three tabs.

Selectors:

Click to view wines by criteria.

Hold down command key while clicking to choose

multiple selectors.

These selectors affect what is displayed on all three tabs.

Note: Navigate over wines with cursor keys or mouse.

         Thumbnails displayed match what is in the list

         on the list tab (including order).

         Highlighting a thumbnail and pressing the "delete"

         key will delete that wine from the wine database.

Note: Navigate over wines with cursor keys or mouse.

         Thumbnails displayed match what is in the list

         on the list tab (including order).

         Highlighting a thumbnail and pressing the "delete"

         key will delete that wine from the wine database.



Groupings (# of entries

in group in brackets)

Groupings (# of entries
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Revealed wines

(will also be present on list and

thumbnail tabs)

Revealed wines

(will also be present on list and

thumbnail tabs)

Grouping

Submenu

Grouping

Submenu

Group Menu

(right-click

on group node)

Group Menu

(right-click

on group node)

Note: Wine groups are coloured brown, wine entries are coloured black.

         Right-click on group node to get Group Menu.

         Wines only show themselves when you select Show Wines from the Group Menu for that group or one above.

         Number of wine entries in group is in brackets. This number is unaffected by filters or search field.

Note: Wine groups are coloured brown, wine entries are coloured black.

         Right-click on group node to get Group Menu.

         Wines only show themselves when you select Show Wines from the Group Menu for that group or one above.

         Number of wine entries in group is in brackets. This number is unaffected by filters or search field.


